JOURNAL OF PLANKTON RESEARCH VOLUME  NUMBER  PAGES -  regulate the flows of energy and matter in the ocean (Davis et al., 1991) . Indeed, both phytoplankton and zooplankton biomass are concentrated in numerous zones of continuously varying sizes and concentrations, and the food signal generated by such complex structures has characteristics that traditional approaches using statistics based on spatial or temporal homogeneity are unable to resolve (Rothschild, 1992) . Moreover, previous observations conducted on zooplankton distributions indicate that, generally, larger life forms show more extreme spatial scale aggregations than do smaller and less mobile organisms (Mackas and Boyd, 1979; Mackas et al., 1985; Daly and Smith, 1993 ). An understanding of pelagic ecosystem structure and function then requires precise estimates of both predator and prey abundances, i.e. spatial patterns of phytoplankton and zooplankton.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Heterogeneity in the distribution of zooplankton has been recognized for many years [e.g. (Hardy, 1936) ] and has since received a considerable amount of attention (Mackas et al., 1985; Davis et al., 1991) . However, the phenomenon has seldom been described precisely, although zooplankton patchiness is relevant to many aspects of biological oceanography (Daly and Smith, 1993) . Quantitative analyses of zooplankton spatial patterns in the ocean using time series analysis and power spectral analysis (Mackas and Boyd, 1979; Tsuda et al., 1993) , and more recently fractal analysis (Tsuda, 1995) , have generated a large body of observational and theoretical work [e.g. (Powell and Okubo, 1994) ], motivating a new field of marine research devoted to the characterization of intermittent patterns in the framework of multifractals (Pascual et al., 1995; Seuront et al., 1996a Seuront et al., ,b, 1999 .
Multifractals can be viewed as a generalization of fractal geometry (Mandelbrot, 1983) initially introduced to describe the relationship between a given quantity and the scale at which it is measured. While fractal geometry describes the structure of a given pattern with the help of only one parameter (i.e. the so-called fractal dimension), multifractals characterize its detailed variability by an infinite number of sets, each with its own fractal dimension. More precisely, multifractal approaches, which do not require any statistical preconception of the data, provide very good approximations-at all scales and all intensities-of the statistics of intermittently fluctuating patterns, and determine the probability distribution of the pattern values [see Pascual et al. (Pascual et al., 1995) and Seuront et al. (Seuront et al., 1999) for further details]. Moreover, one statistical consequence of intermittency is a strong departure from Gaussianity (Baker and Gibson, 1987) . Multifractals provide a more suitable alternative to the basic random walk and spectral methods implicitly based on Gaussian, or quasi-Gaussian, statistics [see e.g. (Peitgen et al., 1992) ]. Thus, considering that in the general background of spatio-temporal intermittency encountered in the ocean [e.g. (Platt et al., 1989) ], knowledge of the underlying statistics of any intermittent fields may avoid the bias introduced by chronic undersampling of an intermittent signal (Bohle-Carbonel, 1992 ), a stochastic multifractal framework is particularly well suited to describe the structure of quantities that vary intermittently in space and time, such as phytoplankton and zooplankton distributions (Pascual et al., 1995; Seuront et al., 1996a Seuront et al., ,b, 1999 .
Knowledge of the distribution of particles is essential in understanding the trophic transaction mechanisms that regulate the flows of energy and matter in the ocean (Davis et al., 1991) . Indeed, both phytoplankton and zooplankton biomass are concentrated in numerous zones of continuously varying sizes and concentrations, and the food signal generated by such complex structures has characteristics that traditional approaches using statistics based on spatial or temporal homogeneity are unable to resolve (Rothschild, 1992) . Moreover, previous observations conducted on zooplankton distributions indicate that, generally, larger life forms show more extreme spatial scale aggregations than do smaller and less mobile organisms (Mackas and Boyd, 1979; Mackas et al., 1985; Daly and Smith, 1993 ). An understanding of pelagic ecosystem structure and function then requires precise estimates of both predator and prey abundances, i.e. spatial patterns of phytoplankton and zooplankton.
In particular, the calanoid copepod Temora longicornis, which is very abundant in coastal temperate waters of the northern hemisphere, appears to be of great ecological significance. Indeed, T. longicornis represents 35-70% of the total population of copepods in the Southern Bight of the North Sea (Daan, 1989) , and in Long Island Sound (USA) is able to remove up to 49% of the daily primary production (Dam and Peterson, 1993) . Motivated by the ecological significance of this organism, and following the recent empirical investigations conducted on phytoplankton distributions in the highly dissipative waters of the Eastern English Channel and the Southern Bight of the North Sea (Seuront et al., 1996a (Seuront et al., ,b, 1999 , the aim of this paper is to investigate the distribution of the calanoid copepod T. longicornis in order to provide further insights into the trophic interactions occurring in such turbulent coastal ecosystems.
M E T H O D Study area and sampling
Sampling was conducted from 1 to 3 April 1997 in the Eastern English Channel for 66 h (~5.5 tidal cycles). The tidal range in this system is one of the largest in the world (ranging from 3 to 9 m). Tides present a residual circulation parallel to the coast, with nearshore coastal waters drifting from the English Channel into the North Sea. Coastal waters are influenced by freshwater run-off from the Seine estuary to the Straits of Dover, and separated from offshore waters by a tidally maintained frontal area [ (Brylinski and Lagadeuc, 1990; Lagadeuc et al., 1997) ; Figure 1 ). The sampling location was chosen because its physical and hydrological properties are representative of the coastal water flow encountered in the Eastern English Channel (Lizon et al., 1995; Lizon and Lagadeuc, 1998) where T. longicornis is known to be very abundant and dominates the zooplankton (Brylinski and Lagadeuc, 1988) .
Since our aim was to investigate the horizontal distribution of T. longicornis, water was continuously taken from a depth of 10 m through a weighted sea water intake, and directly brought through a 200-µm-mesh plankton net by means of a Flight pump with an output of 300 1 min -1 , connected to 10-cm-diameter plastic tubing. Every 3 min, filtered organisms were collected and immediately preserved in a 10% formaldehyde solution. The adult males and females from the 1321 collected samples were subsequently counted under a dissecting microscope. 
Data analysis
After detrending, the scaling properties of empirical fields are usually tested using Fourier power spectrum analysis, leading to a characteristic power-law form:
where f is frequency. This form indicates the absence of characteristic time scale in the range of the power law, i.e. a scaling behavior. The power-law form will appear approximately linear when plotted on a log-log scale.
The exponent ␤ and the fractal dimension D are related according to (Feder, 1988) :
where d is the Euclidean dimension of the observation space (i.e. d = 1 for time series). From equation (2), it can be seen that comparisons between the fractal dimensions derived from one-dimensional and d-dimensional datasets require a standardization procedure. All the fractal dimensions D referred to and discussed hereafter have thus simply been standardized from the (Schroeder, 1991) . However, power spectral analysis, implicitly assuming 'quasi-Gaussian' statistics and limited to a second-order statistic (i.e. the variance), very poorly characterizes quantities that vary intermittently (i.e. occasional and unpredictable large peaks separated by very low values). We then adopt an empirical generalization of the widely used power spectral approach with the help of the qthorder structure functions (Monin and Yaglom, 1975; Anselmet et al., 1984) :
where ⌬Zoo is the fluctuation of the abundance of T. longicornis at scale and angle brackets '<.>' indicate an average which is performed for all points of the T. longicornis abundance time series separated by a distance [i.e. <(⌬Zoo ) q > are the statistical moments of the fluctuation]. The scaling exponent (q) is estimated by the slope of the linear trends of <(⌬Zoo ) q > versus in a log-log plot. Equation (3) gives the scale-invariant structure functions exponent E(q), which characterizes the statistics of the whole field. In particular, the first moment gives the scaling exponent H = (1), corresponding to the scale dependency of the average fluctuations: if H 0, the fluctuations (⌬Zoo ) will depend on the time scale; it therefore characterizes the degree of stationarity of the process. The second moment is linked to the slope, ␤, of the power spectrum by ␤ = 1 + (2). For simple scaling (fractal) processes, the scaling exponent of the structure function (q) is linear [(q) = q/2 for Brownian motion and (q) = q/3 for non-intermittent turbulence]. For multifractal processes, this function is non-linear and convex (Seuront et al., 1999) .
A priori, the function (q) could depend on a very large number-even an infinity-of parameters; therefore, a very large number of its estimates for different values of q would be necessary. However, in the frame of universal multifractals Lovejoy, 1987, 1989) , (q) is determined by only three parameters:
where H is still given by H = (1); the second term [i.e. the scaling moment function K (q)] characterizes the statistical behavior of a given intermittent process; [see (Seuront et al., 1999) ].
expresses the departure from homogeneity [in which case (q) = qH] due to intermittency of the process. C 1 is a co-dimension that characterizes the sparseness of the process, and is bounded between C 1 = 0 for a homogeneous space-filling process and C 1 = d, where d is the dimension of the space supporting the considered process, with d = 1 for time series. With a low C 1 value (i.e. close to 0), the field is close to its mean value almost everywhere; a large C 1 is characteristic of a field that has very low values almost everywhere, except in some rare and sparse locations where it takes values much greater than its mean value. The Lévy index ␣ varies between a minimum of 0 (corresponding to a monofractal pattern) and a maximum of 2 (corresponding to a log-normal multifractal case), and indicates the degree of multifractality. As ␣ increases, the more numerous are the variability levels bounded between lower and higher values of the process. There are several ways to estimate the universal multifractal indices C 1 and ␣ [see (Seuront et al., 1996a (Seuront et al., ,b, 1999 ]. However, we can easily estimate C 1 and ␣ from equation (4): if equation (4) is differentiated and evaluated at q = 0, simple algebra shows that:
Thus, a log-log plot of [qЈ(0) Ϫ (q)] versus q will yield a straight line. The slope of the line is given by ␣ and the corresponding C 1 value can be estimated by the intercept (Schmitt et al., 1995) . Once we know the parameter values, we can completely characterize the underlying multifractal process in a spatial or temporal variation. Finally, for a detailed discussion of what can be concluded ecologically from the use of multifractal algorithms, one may refer to Pascual et al. (Pascual et al., 1995) and Seuront et al. (Seuront et al., 1999) .
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R E S U LT S
The log-log plot of the zooplankton power spectrum shows a single scaling regime from smaller to larger scales, i.e. E( f ) Ϸ f ␤ with ␤ = 1.42 (Figure 3 ). This indicates that the same process, or at least similar processes, can be regarded as being responsible for the scaling structure of the abundance of T. longicornis from time scales ranging from 6 min to 66 h. This range of temporal scales can be converted into spatial scales using 'Taylor's hypothesis of frozen turbulence' (Taylor, 1938) , which basically states that temporal and spatial averages t and l, respectively, can be related by a constant velocity v: l = v ·t. Then, using the mean instantaneous tidal circulation of 0.509 m s -1 observed during the field experiment at the sampling depth, the associated spatial scales range between 92 m and 120 km. Finally, the power spectral exponent ␤ estimated over this range of scales can be converted to a fractal dimension following equation (2) as D = 1.79. This result can be confirmed and generalized by the qth-order structure functions (Figure 4) . Thus, it clearly appears that for values of q ranging from 1 to 3, <(⌬Zoo ) q > exhibits linear trends over the whole range of available time scales. The different values of the empirical exponent (q) were calculated for a range of q values from 0 to 3 in increments of 0.1. The empirical curve is clearly non-linear, even for moments q < 1, showing that the abundance fluctuations of T. longicornis can be regarded as multifractal over the time scales ranging from 6 min to 66 h ( Figure 5 ). In particular, the scaling of the first moment gives H = (1) = 0.58, indicating that the temporal distribution of T. longicornis is far from conservative, or stationary (in which case H = 0). The scaling of the second-order moment confirms the estimate from the power spectrum: (2) = 0.41 [i.e. ␤ = 1 + (2)]. Fig. 3 . The power spectrum of the T. longicornis abundance data, shown in a log-log plot. The overall straight line f -1.42 is an indication of scaling for frequencies ranging from 6 min to 66 h -1 . Fig. 4 . The structure functions <(⌬Zoo ) q > versus in a log-log plot for q = 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2. Linear trends are clearly visible for all orders of moments, for a range of scales ranging from 6 min to 66 h. The straight lines indicate the best linear regression over this range of scales for each value of q. This gives in particular H = (1) = 0.58, and (2) = 0.41. We now estimate the universal parameters ␣ and C 1 from equation (6). Figure 6 shows that ␣ = 1.6 ± 0.1 and C 1 = 0.44 ± 0.02, the error bars come from comparison between these ␣ and C 1 estimates and those obtained using the technique (Lavallée, 1991; Lavallée et al., 1992) , which we also applied to the data and which have been extensively described elsewhere [see (Seuront et al., 1999) ]. The theoretical curve corresponding to these values substituted into equation (4) is shown in Figure 5 by a thick continuous line. The universal multifractal fit is excellent until moment order q max = 1.7, after which the empirical curve (dots) is linear. This linear behavior of the empirical scaling exponent structure function (q) for sufficiently high order moments is well known (Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1989) and is due to sampling limitations (Seuront et al., 1999) .
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D I S C U S S I O N
The recognition of patchiness is hardly new to plankton ecology; it was described in zooplankton communities over a century ago (Haeckel,1891) . However, if a distribution is patchy, then conventional statistical methods become less useful as analytical tools due to violations in basic assumptions such as randomness. Thus, the main advantage of our multifractal approach is that it does not require any preconceptions of the data. In an intermittent setting, it should then be regarded as an alternative to the widely used spectral methods, implicitly based on Gaussian statistics [e.g. (Platt and Denman, 1975) ], as well as the more recently developed one-dimensional neighbor techniques devoted to estimating zooplankton patch size and based on an untenable assumption of a regular distribution of patches (Shiyomi and Yamamura, 1993; Currie et al., 1998) . In particular, both the fractal and universal multifractal frameworks used here characterize the structure of the overall variability of a given intermittent pattern with, respectively, one and three basic parameters, and then allow direct comparisons to be made between biological and physical fields.
Our fractal dimension estimates of the T. longicornis distribution can then be compared with those estimated from oceanic turbulence and both phytoplankton and zooplankton distributions. Reported fractal dimensions of two-dimensional oceanic turbulence range from 1.2 to 1.4 (Osborne et al., 1989; Osborne and Caponio, 1990; Sanderson and Booth, 1991) , while the theoretical spectral exponent ␤ = 3 (Kraichnan, 1967) of twodimensional turbulence leads to a fractal dimension D = 1. On the other hand, in three-dimensional turbulence, the fractal dimension related to the theoretical spectral exponent ␤ = 5/3 expected in the case of a purely passive scalar (Kolmogorov, 1941) is D = 1.67. Therefore, the estimated fractal dimensions for T. longicornis distribution (D = 1.79) are significantly higher than those of oceanic turbulence. This fractal dimension is also higher than those of phytoplankton distributions estimated from in vivo fluorescence time series in the Southern Bight of the North Sea and the Eastern English Channel [D ⑀ [1.61-1.67]; (Seuront et al., 1996a (Seuront et al., ,b, 1999 ] as from satellite images of sea surface chlorophyll patterns [i.e. D ⑀ [0.98-1.69]; e.g. Abbott, 1988, 1994; Smith et al., 1988) ]. The fact that phytoplankton and zooplankton differ in terms of size and motility suggests that copepod behaviors such as diel migration, phototaxis, rheotaxis, social behaviors and predation pressure-behaviors relevant at the space and time scales of the present study-induce larger fractal dimensions (i.e. flatter power spectrum and weaker scale dependence) in comparison with phytoplankton. Numerical experiments based on simple predator-prey formulations considered in a turbulent frame seem to support this hypothesis. Steele and Henderson (Steele and Henderson, 1992) then demonstrated that the interactions between diel vertical migration and turbulent shear could lead to a flatter zooplankton power spectrum, while Powell and Okubo (Powell and Okubo, 1994) reached similar conclusions from their study of interacting plankton populations in two-dimensional turbulence. Finally, one may note that the fractal distribution estimated here from the distribution of T. longicornis is very similar to that estimated for the oceanic copepod Neocalanus cristatus abundance transects from the subarctic Pacific, i.e. D = 1.80 (Tsuda, 1995) , over a similar range of scales (i.e. between tens of meters and >100 km), suggesting that the distribution of zooplankton species could be very similar independent of their surrounding environments. Fig. 6 . Empirical curve [qЈ(0) Ϫ (q)] versus q in a log-log plot providing direct estimates of the universal multifractal parameters C 1 and ␣. ␣ is the slope of the straight line and C 1 is estimated by the intercept; therefore, ␣ = 1.6 and C 1 = 0.44.
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Comparisons of the universal multifractal parameters estimated in the present study with those of other phytoplankton and zooplankton datasets has led to further results. The values of the parameter H (H = 0.58) and C 1 (C 1 ) estimated in the present study are then obviously higher than those of phytoplankton biomass over similar ranges of scales, i.e. H ⑀ [0.12-0.34] and C 1 ⑀ [(0.02-0.05] (Seuront et al., 1996a (Seuront et al., ,b, 1999 . This result implies that zooplankton distributions are less conservative and more sparse (i.e. characterized by low values, except in some rare and sparse location where it takes large values much greater than the mean value) than those of phytoplankton. On the contrary, the parameter ␣ = 1.60 is within the range of ␣ values estimated for phytoplankton distributions (Seuront et al., 1996a (Seuront et al., , b, 1999 . These high ␣ values indicate that intermittencies of all magnitudes contribute significantly to the multifractal processes underlying our measured T. longicornis abundance. In other words, we are very far from the monofractal case. The differences found between the values of the parameters H and C 1 for zooplankton and phytoplankton then confirm the observations conducted in the monofractal frame concerning the influence of zooplankton mobility on their spatial distribution. These differences also confirm that, generally, larger life forms show more extreme spatial scale aggregations than do smaller and less mobile organisms, which in the multifractal sense corresponds to larger C 1 values. One may also note that the D q multifractal formalism used by Pascual et al. (Pascual et al., 1995) can be related to our scaling moment function K(q) formalism as:
where d is the Euclidean dimension of the observation space (i.e. d = 1 for time series and transects). In particular, we have D 2 = 1 Ϫ K(2), leading to D 2 Ϸ 0.38 from Pascual et al. (Pascual et al., 1995) and D 2 Ϸ 0.24 from the present study. This suggests a higher intermittency perceptible in our dataset. However, this difference might also be due to the better quality and resolution of the present dataset, as the acoustic data analyzed by Pascual et al. (Pascual et al., 1995) were constructed by averaging measurements vertically and hourly, and also corresponded to a multispecies zooplankton assemblage. Multifractals, and in particular universal multifractals, lead to a very precise characterization of the overall statistical structure of any given intermittent pattern (with the help of the three basic empirical parameters). Thus, they appear to be an efficient descriptive tool which should also allow modeling of the multiscale detailed variability of intermittently fluctuating biological fields as well as one of the properties of their surrounding environment [see (Seuront et al., 1999) for further discussions]. In particular, using the modeling techniques detailed in Pecknold et al. (Pecknold et al., 1993) , a simulation of the copepod horizontal distribution based on the estimated multifractal parameters H = 0.58, C 1 = 0.44 and ␣ = 1.60 has been performed ( Figure 7) . Figure 7 shows a twodimensional simulation of the T. longicornis distribution, which clearly exhibits very intermittent behavior associated with the occurrence of a few high-density patches over a wide range of low-density patches. Analysis of these data using multifractal modeling is a potentially powerful alternative to physical models of turbulence, which lead to the parameterization of the effects of turbulence on plankton distribution. Indeed, these models, incorporating diffusive processes [e.g. (Okubo, 1980) ], non-diffusive advection (Abraham, 1998), or coupling fluid-dynamic models of quasi-geostrophic turbulence, multi-compartment ecosystem dynamics and seasonal forcing (Smith et al., 1996) , can describe certain, but not all, aspects of turbulence and are often far from comprehensive (Visser, 1997) . The advantages of universal multifractal simulation techniques are essentially the small number of input parameters (only the three basic parameters H, C 1 and ␣), the low computation time involved (only a few seconds on a Pentium II for a 512 ϫ 512 field) and their stochasticity. This framework avoids numerical artifacts linked, for instance, to the sensitivity to initial conditions encountered when using models dealing with the Navier-Stokes equation or with systems of differential equations.
Precise knowledge of the distribution of pelagic organisms is indeed of fundamental importance in understanding the trophic relationships between organisms and also the related fluxes of matter. For instance, the distribution of prey organisms is very important for predators, as recently numerically investigated (Seuront, 2001; Seuront et al., 2001) , because food availability changes depending on the dimension. Low fractal dimension means a smooth and predictable distribution of particles gathered in small numbers of patches, and high dimension means rough, fragmented, space-filling and less predictable distribution. Therefore, when a predator can remotely detect its surroundings, prey distributions with low dimension should be more efficient. In contrast, when a predator has no detection ability, prey distributions with high dimension should be relatively better, because available food quantity or encounter rate becomes proportional to the searched volume as fractal dimension increases. Moreover, the very complex patchy structure associated with a multifractal distribution may also change the nature of the food signal, usually regarded as homogeneously distributed in space and time in models of predator-prey encounter rates [see Dower et al. (Dower et al., 1997) for a review]. Indeed, planktonic animals have been shown to remain within patches when feeding (Price, 1989) , or exhibit more finescale movements in areas of higher food concentration (Bundy et al., 1993) . Thus, encounter rates might be very different when organisms feed within patches (intensive search) as opposed to the search for new patches (extensive search), as has been described in the foraging behavior of beetles (Ferran and Dixon, 1993) . Thus, foraging models will probably incorporate switching between feeding and searching behaviors as scaled to organism size, in order to simulate these complex physical-biological relationships effectively (Noda et al., 1992) .
Plankton patchiness has now been widely recognized as a difficult problem in marine ecosystem studies, because of both conceptual and technical limitations [e.g. (Platt et al., 1989) ]. The descriptive analysis and modeling tools shown in the present study demonstrate that only three parameters are needed to accurately describe and reconstruct the patchy structure of the horizontal distribution of the pelagic copepod T. longicornis. Thus, as propounded in recent studies in different fields of the geophysical sciences (Schmitt et al., 1995 (Schmitt et al., , 1998 Liu and Molz, 1997; Schertzer et al., 1997) , we believe that multifractals could become an extremely efficient tool to introduce heterogeneous distributions of organisms into ecological models.
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